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Abstract
The equation of state and the properties of neutron stars are studied for
a phase transition to a charged kaon condensate. We study the mixed
phase by using Gibbs condition with comparison to the hitherto applied
Maxwell construction. Implications for kaon condensation and for the
mass-radius relation of condensed neutron stars are examined.
The high density behavior of the equation of state of nuclear matter is
still quite unknown and has led to speculations about the appearance of new
phases. At sufficiently high density, there should be a phase transition to a
quark plasma. In the following, we will discuss the onset of kaon condensation
in neutron matter which might happen at lower density. Kaon condensation
in connection with β-stable matter has already been studied in [1]. It received
considerable attention after the work of [2] which included strong in-medium
effects for the kaons. Once the effective kaon energy hits the electrochemical
potential, neutrons can convert to protons and K−. Using chiral perturbation
theory, this happens at (3 − 4)ρ0 [3]. As the kaon is a boson and condenses,
the equation of state is considerably softened and the maximum mass of a
neutron star is lowered to 1.5M⊙ [4]. This is turn provides a scenario for low
mass black holes as proposed by Bethe and Brown [5]. As a side remark, it
was found before the kaon condensation scenario was introduced that the less
spectacular appearance of hyperons results also in a lower maximum mass of
neutron stars [1].
The essential ingredient for kaon condensation is the lowering of the effec-
tive mass of the kaon in the medium. One knows from kaon-nucleon scattering
that the s-wave K+N scattering is repulsive. The low density theorem then
states that the optical potential in the nuclear medium is then also repulsive
and about +30 MeV at normal nuclear density. Surprisingly, also the scattering
for the antiparticle, the K−, shows repulsion which is due to the appearance
of the Λ(1405) resonance just below threshold [6]. A recent analysis of K−
atoms suggest that the optical potential of the K− can be as deeply attractive
as –200 MeV at normal nuclear density [7]. A coupled channel calculation by
Koch [8] including in-medium effects actually resolved this: as the repulsive
Λ(1405) mode is shifted up in the medium due to Pauli-blocking effects, it
leaves only an attractive mode with an optical potential of about –100 MeV
at ρ0.
Hence, the K− feels attraction in dense nuclear matter and might con-
dense. Using a Maxwell construction for the phase transition, it was found
that the mass-radius relation changes considerably for a kaon condensed star
[4]. Nevertheless, there are two chemical potentials for neutron star matter, the
baryochemical potential and the electrochemical potential, as baryon number
and charge are conserved quantities. If the phases are in chemical and mechan-
ical equilibrium then the pressure and all chemical potentials involved should
be the same in the two phases:
pI = pII µIB = µ
II
B µ
I
e = µ
II
e . (1)
This is just Gibbs general condition for two phases in equilibrium. A Maxwell
construction can assure that only one chemical potential is common to the
two phases and is therefore not applicable to neutron star matter [9]. One
has an additional degree of freedom to maximize the pressure of the system:
charge. According to Gibbs, there exist now three possible solutions: the
pure nucleon phase with zero charge, the pure kaon condensed phase with zero
charge, and the mixed phase where the two phases have finite charge densities
but neutralize each other. Geometric structures will appear with different local
charges.
We model the onset to kaon condensation by using the relativistic mean-
field model and the following Lagrangian for the kaon-nucleon interaction
LK = D
∗
µK¯D
µK −m∗K
2K¯K (2)
with a minimal coupling to scalar and vector fields
Dµ = ∂µ + igωKVµ + igρKτRµ
m∗K = mK + gσKσ . (3)
The vector coupling constants are fixed by simple quark counting rules, gωK =
gωN/3 and gρK = gρN . The scalar coupling constant is fixed to the optical
potential of the K− at ρ0.
Figure 1 shows the equation of state of neutron matter with a kaon con-
densed phase. All three solutions are plotted for an optical potential of the K−
of UK = −140 MeV. For comparison, the horizontal line shows the case when
using an unphysical Maxwell construction that assumes equality of µB in both
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Figure 1: The equation of state for neutron matter with a kaon condensed
phase using a Maxwell construction compared to using Gibbs conditions.
phases but not of µe resulting in a constant pressure. The kaon condensed
phase shows some instability, i.e. a negative curvature, close to the onset of
the phase transition point. The mixed phase spans over a wide range of den-
sity and starts at much lower density than the pure kaon condensed phase.
This solution gives then a continuously growing equation of state without any
instability. The equation of state is considerably smoothened compared to the
case of a Maxwell construction. It appears much like the equation of state of
a second order phase transition with the important difference, however, that
there is a density range for which a mixture of two distinct phases occurs.
The charge is distributed between the two phases in the mixed phase. At
the beginning of the mixed phase, the bubbles of the new phase are highly
negatively charge while occupying only a small amount of the total volume.
At higher density, the two phases have just the opposite charge and share
equally the available volume. At the end of the phase transition, the situation
is reversed and the nucleon phase is highly positively charged while being only
in a small fraction of the total volume. Note, that the asymmetry energy of
nuclear matter is the driving force so that there is a positive charge in the
nucleon phase while the negatively charged kaon in the second phase allows
also for a more isospin symmetric system.
There are nucleons in both phases. But they do not mix with each other,
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Figure 2: The effective mass of the nucleon in the various phases of neutron
star matter.
because they have different in-medium properties. The presence of the kaon
shifts the effective mass of the nucleon to lower values as there are different
field configurations in this phase. This is visualized in Figure 2. The effective
mass of the nucleon is lowered at higher density. In the mixed phase starting
at 3ρ0, the effective masses of the nucleons on the two phases are different
from each other. In the case shown, the effective mass in the kaon condensed
phase is about 300 MeV lower than in the nucleon phase. At the end of the
mixed phase at 6.5ρ0, the solution for the kaon condensed phase remains and
the effective mass of the nucleon stays around 200 MeV.
Finally, we discuss the mass-radius relation for a kaon condensed neutron
star in Figure 3 for two choices of the optical potential of the K− at ρ0. The
maximum mass is between (1.6 − 1.4)M⊙ and does not change very much for
an optical potential between UK = −120 and −140 MeV. The main difference
is the minimum radius reached in the two cases: for the stronger potential the
minimum radius is R = 8 km while it is still above R = 12 km for the weaker
potential. The dotted lines are the case when using a Maxwell construction.
For some intermediate range, this curve shows a mechanical instability due to
the constant pressure. For very high density, the dotted line is then close to
the Gibbs construction as the pure kaon condensed phase is reached in the
interior of the neutron star where the two constructions coincide. According
Figure 3: The mass-radius relation of a neutron star with a kaon condensed
phase.
to [8], the weaker potential is the more plausible.
In summary, kaon condensation results in an equation of state without a
constant pressure zone when applying Gibbs criteria. A mixed phase can exist
with a rigid structure with different local charges. The mass-radius relation is
considerably smoothened compared to a Maxwell construction.
The present calculation ignores two major points. Finite size effects of
the structures in the mixed phase as surface tension and Coulomb energy will
change the appearance and disappearance of the mixed phase. The surface
tension can be calculated within the model in semi-infinite matter in a selfcon-
sistent manner which we will pursue in the future. Secondly, the appearance of
hyperons will shift the onset of kaon condensation to a higher density [10, 11]
or can even lead to their disappearance [1, 12]. The inclusion of hyperons will
be studied in forthcoming work.
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